We present an adaptation of the BEAMTAP (Broadband and Efficient Adaptive Method for True-time-delay Array Processing) algorithm, previously developed for wideband phased array radars, to lower bandwidth applications such as sonar. This system utilizes the emerging time or wavelength multiplexed optical hydro-phone sensors and processes the cohered array of signals in the optical domain without conversion to the electronic domain or digitization. Modulated signals from an optical hydro-phone array are pre-processed then imaged through a photorefractive crystal where they interfere with a reference signal and its delayed replicas. The diffraction of the sonar signals off these adaptive weight gratings and detection on a linear time-delay-and-integrate charge coupled device (TDICCD) completes the true-time-delay (ITU) beamforming process. Optical signals focused on different regions of the TDI CCD accumulate the appropriate delays necessary to synchronize and coherently sum the acoustic signals arriving at various angles on the hydro-phone array. In this report, we present an experimental demonstration of TTD processing of low frequency signals (in the KHz sonar regime) using a TDI CCD tapped delay line. Simulations demonstrating the performance of the overall system are also presented. 
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Hydro-phone Array Processing
The underwater array sensing, beamforming, imaging, and target classification problem using sea floor fixed, towed, or floating sonobouy hydrophones with arrays of fiber multiplexed optical sensors, as illustrated in Figure 1 , is an extremely challenging problem. In this paper, we show how to solve the sonar array processing problem using a novel class of optical processors that requires only 2 tapped-delay-lines which we have previously employed as an adaptive beamformer and jammer nuller for phased array radar signals. [1, 2] Using the massively parallel LMS adaptation of holographically stored adaptive weights results in a processing throughput that can track the real-time adaptive requirements of the hydro-phone array imaging problem.
We present real-time approaches that exploit the optical nature of the data emerging from arrays of optically interrogated hydro-phone sensors [3] to directly allow adaptive multiple beamforming and imaging in a small power-efficient real-time optical processor. The many well known difficulties encountered in both passive and active sonar include multi-path echoes, dispersive media, frequency dependent absorption, inhomogeneities, Doppler shifts, poorly sampled and drifting arrays, hydrophonics and interference. Fully adaptive systems may be able to deal with most if not all of these difficulties, but are usually abandoned due to tremendous computational burdens which are well beyond even the most optimistic projections for massively parallel multi-DSP chip implementations. Consider, for example, an array of ni = 100 sonobuoys randomly scattered over a square kilometer, each with n 2 = 100 optical hydrophones distributed over a 100m depth that are multiplexed onto a single fiber, producing an array of 100 fibers that are transmitted back to the processor. Time delays of at least 1 second must be accounted for due to 1.5km propagation across the array and with 10 -1000Hz bandwidth at 1Hz resolution, at least m = 1000 time delays of each signal will be required, leading to a requirement for this bias point may drift due to temperature and mechanical fluctuations. However, the fringe locking circuitry should not be placed in the ocean and must be remoted, so the interference is delayed by path length mis-matching the two arms by more than the pulse length, combining even longer time-delayed versions of the dual pulses coming from all the fiber interferometers, propagating back to the receiver, demultiplexing and then re-delaying the pulse pairs from each interferometer by the same delay so the two terms will interfere. Sending both signals down the same fiber avoids phase perturbation sensitivity except where it is desired within the hydro-phone interferometer. Before beamforming, the time-multiplexed signals from the sequentially addressed hydrophones must be demultiplexed into individual channels, and combined with a phase stabilized interferometer locked at the appropriate bias point. Previously, discrete fiber switches, delays, couplers, detectors, stretchers, and dithering and locking circuitry have been utilized, with duplication of the hardware required for every additional hydro-phone sensor. [5] 
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where JV is the number of antenna elements and M is the total number of taps. The weights in BEAMTAP are calculated using conventional LMS adaptation [7, 8] but with a reference signal applied to a tap-out delay line as shown. These weights are implemented as holographic gratings in a photorefractive crystal (PRC) volume, and each resolvable hologram acts as an interferometric time integrating multiplier in the form
Hence, the resulting LMS output is
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This algorithm is nearly equivalent to the conventional time-delay-beam-forming (TDBF) [7, 8] except for the simple time shift T = (M -l)r in the reference signal /(*) which implies anticipation of the output o(t). This apparent causality problem can be overcome by delaying a copy of the antenna signals Si(t) by T and using the delayed version to write the weights while the undelayed version is used for beamforming. The number of tapped-delay-lines in this case has been dramatically reduced from N as required by the conventional TBDF to just 2.
In BEAMTAP, this approach enables the processing of very large arrays with thousands of receiving elements each with multi-octave bandwidths using only 2 tapped-delay-lines, and it is especially well suited to optical implementation [2] . For the sonar scenario, the tap-out delay line SLM) while a time-delay-and-integrate charge coupled device (TDI CCD) is used for the tap-in delay line. [9] The adaptive weights can be implemented with an optically addressable SLM or a photorefractive crystal.
The simplest implementation of true-time-delay beamforming based on this approach utilizes an optical matrix-vector multiplier architecture [10] shown in Fig. 4 , where a slit is used as the non-adaptive weight matrix. In contrast to the adaptive system, this system only works for a linear equi-spaced array, although similar architectures could be used for other regular tesselations such as circular arrays. To detect a broadband signal from a given look angle, the slit is rotated to the appropriate angle to compensate for the hydro-phone array delays and the transmitted light is imaged and interferometrically detected on a scrolling TDI CCD detector which sums the modulated spatio-temporal field to yield the desired beamformed output.
For adaptive sonar array processing of a passive environment using a linear array, where the desired signal may, not be known a priori but its bandwidth and desired look directions are specified, we can use.the P-vector LMS algorithm. [11] Consider the architecture in Fig. 5 for processing linear sonar arrays and simultaneously forming many adaptive beams in a continuous Ian covering the entire space of observable angles. After pre-processing, each hydro phone launches an optical field through a PRC and onto a hyperboloid mirror with 45° facets whose tilt angles determine the look angles of the array just as in the slit angle case in Fig. 4 . Incident sonar signals corresponding to any of these predetermined look directions will be reflected onto a second 2-dimensional TDI CCD where they will be appropriately delayed to synchronize their timing and summed to achieve coherent array gain each respective direction, and these signals are fed back as steering signals for the array Any subsequent Bragg matched incident energy will be diffracted towards the scrolling output detector where it is interferometrically detected and time integrated in a moving coordinate frame. In this mode, each photogenerated carrier is accumulated and shifted along at a constant velocity resulting in a de-skewed reconstruction of the incident sonar signal. Now suppose a jammer signal or interfering source (for example, a propeller) switches on at some later time. It will not reflect off the hyperbolic mirror with the correct phase factor to match the CCD shift rate and achieve full array gain, but because it could be substantially larger than the sonar signal of interest, it may still dominate the CCD output. This CCD output signal is fed back into the scrolling SLM which interferes with the modulated optical field from the hydro-phone array to write a grating in the PRC. Dynamic gratings will build up for the look direction from which jamming sonar signals are incident due The AOM is then modulated with a narrow pulse train mixed with an RF carrier. The temporal width of the pulse is chosen to be no more than a few pixel clock intervals while the pulse repetition interval (PRI) of the train was made longer than the time required to collect the entire CCD line (inverse line rate) so that only a single pulse fit in the entire CCD line acquisition window. With this setup the CCD acts a sampler reproducing the pulse at a given pixel location.
When the focused spot is moved to another location on the CCD array, the pulse is reproduced as before but this time at a different temporal location relative to the first pulse. Hence, different pixel locations on the CCD array correspond to a tapped scrolling true-time-delay line as desired. Figure 7 shows the experimental results for illumination at various points on the CCD array.
The results were obtained for a pixel clocking rate of 23KHz and a PRI of 90 ms. The same pulse is reproduced without distortion at all other locations on the CCD demonstrating true-time-delay such that all the temporal frequency components in the pulse are delayed by the same amount.
At this pixel rate and with 2048 pixels on the array, the maximum time delay available is about Fig. 9 , the strong response of the receptivity pattern in the directions of the desired nearfield signal over the input signal bandwidth, the narrow squint-free null towards the broadband jammer (0.2 radians) over its entire bandwidth consistent with true-time-delay processing. 
Conclusions
We have presented novel architectures for true-time-delay sonar beamforming and jammer excision that exploit the optical nature of the data from hydro-phone sonar arrays to implement real-time adaptive processing. The capability of generating TTD processing using a CCD operating in TDI mode was also demonstrated. Simulations have been carried out to demonstrate
